The ionic liquid (IL) 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate ([EMIm]Ac) was investigated as a promising absorbent for absorption refrigeration. To improve the thermal conductivity of pure [EMIm]Ac, IL-based nanofluids (ionanofluids, INFs) were prepared by adding graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs). The thermal stability of the IL and INFs was analysed. The variations of the thermal conductivity, viscosity and specific heat capacity resulting from the addition of the GNPs were then measured over a wide range of temperatures and mass fractions. The measured data were fitted with appropriate equations and compared with the corresponding classical models. The results revealed that the IL and INFs were thermally stable over the measurement range. The thermal conductivity greatly increased with increasing mass fraction, while only slightly changed with increasing temperature. A maximum enhancement in thermal conductivity of 43.2% was observed at a temperature of 373.15 K for the INF with a mass fraction of 5%. The numerical results revealed that the dispersion of the GNPs in the pure IL effectively improved the local heat transfer coefficient by up to 28.6%.
Introduction
Environmental concerns and the global energy crisis have caused absorption refrigeration that has the advantages of reduced energy consumption, environmental friendliness and high efficiency to become a focus of international research [1, 2] . In an absorption refrigerator, the absorber takes in the refrigerant from the evaporator and thereafter releases it to the condenser in the desorber accompanied by exothermic and endothermic effects. (H 2 O/LiBr) [3] and ammonia (NH 3 /H 2 O) [4] . Unfortunately, their broader industrial application has been hindered by the inherent defects of crystallization, corrosion, high working pressure and toxicity [5] . Therefore, the discovery and development of new working pairs is crucial. Over recent years, ionic liquids (ILs) have been widely studied as new environmentally friendly solvents for various applications [6] [7] [8] [9] , owing to their negligible volatility, high gas solubility and good thermal stability [10] . ILs have attracted remarkable attention in the field of absorption refrigeration since Shiflett & Yokozeki [10] first proposed the use of ILs as absorbents for absorbing the refrigerant. To date, research into ILs as the absorbents for absorption refrigeration has mainly focused on the study of their physico-chemical properties and thus, the selection of potential working pairs for industrial applications. Cao & Mu [11] reported that the cation dependence of the water absorption ability of ILs can typically be ranked as follows: imidazolium . pyridinium . phosphonium; similarly, the water sorption capacity, rate and difficulty to reach equilibrium at 238C and 52% (relative humidity) for the investigated ILs with [BMIM] 6 ]. Su et al. [12] studied the absorption refrigeration cycle using a new working pair consisting of an IL and water. The results indicated that, compared with the typical working pair of H 2 O/LiBr, the single-stage absorption cycle using aqueous 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate ([EMIm]Ac) exhibited almost the same coefficient of performance at a generation temperature of 1008C and a slightly higher performance at higher temperatures. These results demonstrated the feasibility of applying the working pair of [EMIm]Ac/H 2 O to absorption refrigeration. Current research on [EMIm]Ac is confined to theoretical refrigeration performance analysis based on the enthalpy-humidity diagram [12] . However, during a practical absorption refrigeration cycle, the processes of absorption by and desorption from the absorbent are often performed under cooling and heating, respectively. The cooling and heating efficiency directly affects the absorption and desorption efficiency. In particular, good heat transfer performance is required for the [EMIm]Ac on account of the performance feature of [EMIm]Ac gained from [12] . Whereas, He et al. [13] 
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. It is apparent from these reports that the thermal conductivities of ILs are generally low. Therefore, it would be of great value to enhance the thermal conductivity of ILs such as [EMIm] Ac to allow their use as absorbents. In recent years, researchers have been able to increase the thermal conductivity of ILs by adding nanophases to form IL-based nanofluids (ionanofluids, INFs) [15, 16] . Commonly used nanophases have included silica, nanosized carbons, metals, metal oxides, nitrides, carbides and graphene [17, 18] . Among these, graphene is a novel carbon-based nanomaterial with excellent thermal, electronic and mechanical properties. The thermal conductivity of graphene is as high as approximately 5000 W m 21 K
, which makes it a very promising nanoadditive for nanofluids [19] (table 1) .
In the present study, the use of the promising absorbent [EMIm]Ac in an absorption refrigeration cycle was evaluated. The thermal stability, viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity were measured. On account of the low thermal conductivity of [EMIm]Ac, graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) were dispersed in the IL to obtain INFs. The variation of the thermal conductivity, viscosity and specific heat capacity of the INFs was analysed. The measured data were fitted with equations and compared with the corresponding classical models. Finally, considering that the most frequently used flow mode in the absorber and desorber units is falling film flow [20, 21] , the variation of the falling film heat transfer coefficient of the nanoparticle-enhanced IL in a horizontal tube was numerically evaluated. , a diameter of 5-10 mm, a thickness of 4 -20 nm and a density of 0.6 g cm 23 and consisted of less than 20 layers (the data come from the manufacturer). A thermal field emission scanning electron microscopy (JSM-7001F, JEOL, Japan) image of the GNPs is presented in figure 2 . It can be seen that the GNPs possessed the expected sheet structure. . The shear rate of 500 s 21 was selected to avoid the Taylor vortices area for steady-state shear testing. Specific heat capacities were determined using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC 214 Polyma, NETZSCH, Germany) based on the sapphire method over the temperature range of 303.15-383.15 K. This was calibrated using sapphire provided by the supplier with a relative uncertainty of 0.5%. Thermal stabilities were analysed using the same differential scanning calorimeter as above, and the samples were heated from 250 to 3508C at a rate of 108C min 21 under a nitrogen atmosphere. Densities were measured using a densimeter (DMA 5000M-Lovis 200M, Anton Paar Co., Austria). This was calibrated using air and ultrapure water provided by Anton Paar GmbH and compared with values reported in the densimeter instruction manual. The found uncertainty was less than +1 Â 10 25 g cm 23 and the accuracy is 5 Â 10 26 g cm 23 .
Synthesis of ionanofluids

Numerical approach and reliability validation
Considering that the most frequently used flow mode in the absorber and desorber units is falling film flow on a horizontal tube and its symmetrical structure, the physical model of falling film flow on half of the horizontal tube based on Gambit is depicted in figure 3 . The boundary conditions are labelled. A slot with width of 3.0 mm was used as the liquid distributor and this was set at the left-most part of the solution domain. The distributor inlet was set as the velocity inlet. The liquid and gas phases were water and air, respectively. The simulated water entered from the distributor hole and then flowed around the smooth tube in the air atmosphere at a temperature of 298 K and a pressure of 101.325 kPa.
The solution domain was discretized by quadrilateral elements. The areas near the tube and liquid inlet were refined. The volume of fluid model was selected for the simulations, which were performed using the Fluent software (v. 6.3.26) . The governing equations can be expressed as follows [25] : where u is the velocity vector, rg is the gravitational force, F is the external body force of surface tension and T is temperature. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the local heat transfer coefficient of water between the present results and the reference results [25] . The tube diameter D and distribution height were 19.05 mm and 6.3 mm, respectively. The heat flux density q was 47. 3 
Viscosity of ionanofluids
The shear stress is plotted in figure 6a as a function of shear rate for the samples within the shear rate range of 1-500 s 21 at 293.15 K, from which it can be found that the behaviour of INFs was quite
Newtonian when the mass fraction of GNPs was lower than 0.5%. However, the behaviour of INFs royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsos R. Soc. open sci. 6: 182040 less than 0.5%. This behaviour mainly originated from the dominant self-lubrication effect of GNPs at lower temperatures and mass fractions [26] . Owing to the higher viscosity of the IL, the slight change in viscosity was not obvious in the curves at mass fractions exceeding 1%. In addition, the effect of temperature on viscosity became weaker with increasing temperature. A maximum increase in viscosity of approximately 27.7% was observed for the INFs compared with the BL at a temperature of 373.15 K and a mass fraction of 5%, within the scope of this experiment. The relationship between the natural logarithm of the viscosity and the temperature was fitted using the Vogel -FulcherTammann (VFT) equation (equation (3.1)). Table 3 summarizes the values of the fitting parameters A 0 , A 1 and A 2 for the various mass fractions.
In addition, the deviation of the viscosities of the INFs from that of the BL ((h INF 2h BL )/h BL ) was analysed, as shown in figure 7 . The deviation was found to fluctuate within approximately 20%, depending on the temperature and mass fraction. It can be concluded that both the mass fraction and the temperature had little effect on the viscosity deviation.
Furthermore, the measured values of viscosity were compared with the classical models of Einstein, Brinkman and Batchelor [27] and a suggested correlation was developed by modifying the factor in the original Einstein model for spheres from a value of 2.5 to a fitted value of 1.1, as shown in figure 8 , which can well represent the GNPs in our study except at a lower mass fraction (with a maximum deviation of royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsos R. Soc. open sci. 6: 182040
9.5%) due to a dominant self-lubrication effect of GNPs at lower mass fractions [26] .
Einstein model where h INF is the viscosity of the INF, h BL is the viscosity of the BL, w is the particle volume fraction calculated using equation (3.6) , v is the BL, w is the volume fraction of INF, and r NP and r INF are the densities of the nanoparticle and the INF, respectively. Overall, the viscosity of the IL was higher. The addition of a small amount of the GNPs did not increase the viscosity. Conversely, the addition of the GNPs slightly decreased the viscosity of the INFs. It is also worth noting that heating dramatically reduced the viscosity of the INFs.
Thermal conductivity of ionanofluids
The thermal conductivities of the BL and the INFs with mass fractions of 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5% as a function of temperature are shown in figure 9a. It can be seen that in the studied temperature range, the temperature exerted little influence on the thermal conductivity of the INFs. The thermal conductivity increased significantly with increasing mass fraction. This phenomenon can also be observed in figure 9b . These results demonstrate that the addition of the GNPs significantly increased the thermal conductivity of the IL. However, it is worth noting that the addition of excess GNPs was not conducive to increase the thermal conductivity, as the dispersion of the GNPs in the IL gradually decreased with increasing mass fraction. In addition, a linear equation (equation (3.7) ) was used to fit the experimentally measured thermal conductivity data. Table 4 summarizes the values of the fitting parameters B 0 and B 1 for the various mass fractions.
ð3:7Þ
The deviation of the thermal conductivities of the INFs from that of the BL ((K INF 2K BL )/K BL ) was also analysed, as shown in figure 10 . It is apparent that the temperature had little effect on the thermal conductivity. The maximum increase observed in the thermal conductivity of the INFs was 
where K INF is the thermal conductivity of the INF, K BL is the thermal conductivity of the BL, K NP is the thermal conductivity of the nanoplatelets and w is the particle volume fraction calculated according to equation (3.6) . The maximum error between the measurement values and the predicted data from the Maxwell model was 15.7%.
Specific heat capacity of ionanofluids
The specific heat capacities of the BL and the INFs with mass fractions of 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5% as a function of temperature are shown in figure 12a . The specific heat capacity of the INFs increased linearly with increasing temperature. Therefore, a linear equation (equation (3.9)) was used to fit the experimentally measured specific heat capacity data. Table 5 summarizes the values of the fitting parameters C 0 and C 1 for the various mass fractions. The influence of the mass fraction on the specific heat capacity is shown in figure 12b . Figure 12 . Specific heat capacity of the INFs: (a) specific heat capacity as a function of temperature and (b) specific heat capacity versus mass fraction. royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsos R. Soc. open sci. 6: 182040 mass fraction owing to the low specific heat capacity of the GNPs. A maximum reduction of approximately 3.62% was observed for a temperature of 363.15 K and a mass fraction of 5%, within the scope of the experiment. In an absorption refrigeration cycle, a lower specific heat capacity is beneficial for the temperature variation of the absorbent in both the absorber and desorber units.
The deviation of the specific heat capacities of the INFs from that of the BL ((C P,INF 2C P,BL )/C P,BL ) was also analysed, as shown in figure 13 . In general, the deviation of the specific heat capacity of the INFs increased with increasing mass fraction. However, no obvious trend was evident in the value of (C P,INF 2C P,BL )/C P,BL ) as the temperature was varied.
Furthermore, the relative specific heat capacity (C P,INF /C P,BL ) at 303.15 K was compared with the existing theoretical model [29] (below equation), as shown in figure 14 .
where C P,INF is the specific heat capacity of the INF, C P,NP is the specific heat capacity of the nanoplatelets, C P,BL is the specific heat capacity of the BL and v is the mass fraction of the nanoplatelets.
As can be seen from figure 14 , the reliability of the model was very high, and the maximum error between the measurement value and the predicted data from the model was only 1.3%. 0.05% 0.1% 0.3% 0.5% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% Figure 13 . Deviation of the specific heat capacities of the INFs from that of the BL. table 6 . From the curves, it can be seen that the local heat transfer coefficient was highest for 5 wt% INF. The greatest increase in the heat transfer coefficient was 28.6%, with an increase in the thermal conductivity of 43.2%. It can be concluded that the addition of GNPs to the pure IL effectively improved the local heat transfer coefficient of the film falling along the horizontal tube. The results demonstrated that the addition of GNPs clearly increased the thermal conductivity of the INFs while decreasing the specific heat capacity and viscosity at lower mass fractions. The viscosity and specific heat capacity sharply decreased and increased, respectively, with increasing temperature, while the thermal conductivity only slightly changed. Within the scope of the experiment, the maximum increase in viscosity of approximately 27.7% for the INFs compared with the BL was achieved at a temperature of 373.15 K and a mass fraction of 5%; a suggested correlation was developed by modifying the factor in the original Einstein model for spheres from a value of 2.5 to a fitted value of 1.1 with the maximum deviation of 9.5%. The maximum increase in thermal conductivity of approximately 43.3% occurred at 373.15 K for the INF with a mass fraction of 5%; the error between the thermal conductivity measurement results and the predicted data from the Maxwell model was within 15.7%. The maximum reduction in specific heat capacity of approximately 3.62% was observed at a temperature of 363.15 K and a mass fraction of 5%; the error between the specific heat capacity measurement results and the predicted data from the existing model was within 1.3%. Finally, it was found that the local heat transfer coefficient increased by 28.6% compared with the pure IL when the INF with a mass fraction of 5% was used as the absorbent.
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